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Editorial Note
I am happy to present yet another issue of Samundra Spirit carefully put together by a joint
team from SIMS and ESM. Once again, we have judiciously delved into the in-house knowledge and expertise, wisdom of men who saw life at sea from the close quarters. The result is,
we get fascinating and unique stories that are gleaned from their memories never told before.
As they are original and authentic, each speaks of the author’s passionate involvement and
sincere intention to share that lesson of learning to the younger generation. They are invaluable because they were acquired not through their passage in the training schools but the
passage of life at sea and beyond, and their practical interpretation of those experiences.
They are timeless stories and I am sure, apart from regaling our general readers, they will
continue to educate and inspire the fresh seafarers including our SIMS cadets.
The articles like “ Navigating with Basics” by Capt. D.Kishore, “ A near Miss in Fog” by Capt.
Olaf Olsen are good examples of such personal pearls of wisdom.
We have also produced some interesting articles based on presentation of distinguished
external speakers in the ESM officers’ seminar beginning this month at SIMS, Lonavala. Our
article based on the thoughtful leadership lesson from his presentation ( 21st Century Leadership Challenges at Sea) by former chief of Naval Staff Admiral Arun Prakash will indeed
inspire all Indians- seafarers and others , to ponder over the past Indian history and learn from
the mistakes and achievements of our ancestors.
We have also made a sincere attempt to summarise the presentation of Mr. Alex SchultzAltmann, Manager, Ship Inspection & Registration, Ship Safety Division, AMSA in order to
provide a quick guidance on the AMSA rules and regulations to our seafarers and also to
understand the enormous task in front of the AMSA to prepare for the future expansion of the
Australian trade in next 10 years.
Our regular features that include practical marine engineering articles remain as the technical
backbone of the magazine. Second part of the article on Car carrier in the Know your ship
series continues and the third and final part will be published in next issue. Case study on
“Damage to Cargo Pump” deals with an engineering problem to encourage the young engineers to troubleshoot problems at sea. Marine superintendent Capt Rahul Sapra shares his
experience on enclosed entry mishap which unfortunately is relevant even today. Campus
news and reports on the passing out events of GME13 & DNS14 will provide the readers a
comprehensive idea on the last quarter’s happenings in the institute.
Finally, a word of caution to our young readers to be selective in acquiring knowledge since
false knowledge could be more dangerous than ignorance. Remember, as Greek philosopher
Seneca pointed out : “No man was ever wise by chance”.
It’s a long and arduous lifelong journey where wisdom is developed on knowledge but unfortunately, only knowledge is not enough to develop wisdom.
We would continue our endeavour to bring in maritime knowledge and
wisdom from authentic sources as much as possible.
Till we meet again. Be safe and be happy!
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Benefits of Failure and True Gift of Wisdom
An Excerpt from Author J.K. Rowling’s Commencement Speech
at Harvard University (2008)

What I feared most for myself at your age was not poverty, but failure.
Ultimately, we all have to decide for ourselves what constitutes failure, but
the world is quite eager to give you a set of criteria if you let it. So I think it
fair to say that by any conventional measure, a mere seven years after my
graduation day, I had failed on an epic scale. An exceptionally short-lived
marriage had imploded, and I was jobless, a lone parent, and as poor as it
is possible to be in modern Britain, without being homeless. The fears that
my parents had had for me, and that I had had for myself, had both come to
pass, and by every usual standard, I was the biggest failure I knew.
Now, I am not going to stand here and tell you that failure is fun. That period
of my life was a dark one, and I had no idea that there was going to be what
the press has since represented as a kind of fairy tale resolution. I had no
idea then how far the tunnel extended, and for a long time, any light at the
end of it was a hope rather than a reality.
So why do I talk about the benefits of failure? Simply because, failure meant
a stripping away of the inessential. I stopped pretending to myself that I was
anything other than what I was, and began to direct all my energy into finishing
the only work that mattered to me. Had I really succeeded at anything else,
I might never have found the determination to succeed in the one arena I
believed I truly belonged. I was set free, because my greatest fear had been
realised, and I was still alive, and I still had a daughter whom I adored, and
I had an old typewriter and a big idea. And so rock bottom became the solid
foundation on which I rebuilt my life.
You might never fail on the scale I did, but some failure in life is inevitable. It
is impossible to live without failing at something, unless you live so cautiously
that you might as well not have lived at all – in which case, you fail by default.
Failure gave me an inner security that I had never attained by passing
examinations. Failure taught me things about myself that I could have learned
no other way. I discovered that I had a strong will, and more discipline than
I had suspected; I also found out that I had friends whose value was truly
above the price of rubies.
The knowledge that you have emerged wiser and stronger from setbacks
means that you are, ever after, secure in your ability to survive. You will never
truly know yourself, or the strength of your relationships, until both have been
tested by adversity.
Such knowledge is a true gift, for all that it is painfully won, and it has been
worth more than any qualification I ever earned.
- J.K. Rowling
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A Foggy Encounter
A near miss incident is an unwanted event
that could have caused LOSS and an accident is one that did!
Gale-force fog, the term could quite possibly
invoke memories and nightmares which many
seasoned seafarers would rather be happy
to forget with a shiver down their spine! SIMS
senior consultant Capt. Olaf Oslen recounts
one such memory passed on by his former colleagues way back in 60s . Put it on the Gale force
fog or professional hazards of the time, it points
out to the dangers lurking at sea but above all an
alertness without which your life at sea could be
at anybody’ s mercy!
The incident took place at the notorious Bay of
Biscay south of Ushant, A bitter and numbing wet
winter day as the 15,000 dwt general cargo vessel was heading south.
Before continuing it is worth commenting that
such meteorological fog conditions are thought
by most people to represent still air with a flat
calm sea and cold temperature, or at least a
temperature inversion, all bringing about a substantial loss of visibility and thereby shortened
reaction time.
However there can be a force of wind blowing
that can be at Beaufort scale 8 gale, with moderate to heavy seas, together with the fog spoken
of in the previous paragraph. This is less likely to
happen in tropical or sub tropical climates and
is the kind of weather associated with winter in
higher latitudes, although the writer can recall
tropical sand and dust storms, laden with sea
moisture sticking to every surface nook and crevice and a good Beaufort scale 8 making life interesting in almost zero visibility of brown coloured
nothingness like a Mid East Gulf ‘Shamal’ or a

north Australia ‘Willy Willy’.
Usually the wind condition is the more long
lasting and superior of these factors and the
fog is a relatively short lived condition associated with a sea temperature cooling connected
with a coastal or ocean current. A good example of that would be off Cape Hatteras on the
US East coast.
If we add in a factor of the incident referred to
as being at night in hours of darkness, indeed
just after the watch change time at midnight,
then the atmosphere of the surrounding story
is ready to be told.
The navigation watch had just changed over
from the 8 to 12, 3rd mate handing over to the
12 to 4, 2nd mate. Just at that time, the ship
master took a last minute visit to the navigation
bridge, just to see that all was well before he
turned in for the night.
The ship was now several days on passage
and was running at moderate speed into the
head wind with due attention to the reduced
visibility. Bridge standing orders were to maintain slow to moderate speed with necessary
fog sound signals as and if thought necessary
by the watch keeping 2nd mate.
Suddenly, with the 3rd mate, 2nd mate, Master
and lookout man all witnessing it, a full rigged
sailing ship went slipping past their port side at
only 50 metres distance, portside to port, and
just as suddenly disappearing astern into the
gloom! The almost silent whish of sound coming from the sailing ship as it slipped past left
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Capt. Olaf Olsen,
Advisary Consultant,
SIMS Lonavala

them with a ghostly shiver as to what could have
happened if both ships had collided.
The modern navigator and bridge watchkeeper
would nowadays say that insufficient prevention had taken place; that radar and sound signal watchkeeping had been unsatisfactory; that
ARPA, AIS and any number of other electronic
assistances could and should have been in use.
But it was cold out there. It was electronics damaging wet and misty out there. It was far offshore
and the ship’s bridge team were confident that
they were professionally occupied.
But, the sailing ship was greatly constructed of
wood that didn’t give such a clear radar echo and
the sea conditions, specially to windward were
causing a lot of screen clutter, so the closing
presence was not detected.
Added to the picture so far is the question as
to what the sailing ship was going to do in such
weather. Ringing bells and sounding hand driven
horns by all means; but are these actually going to be heard by watchkeepers in a motor
driven ship that is ploughing to windward with
the navigation wheelhouse doors closed against
the cold and wet? Had the command of the sailing ship decided to furl sails and slow speed in
such wind, the result would have been a ship not
under command that was unable to make quick
response of collision avoidance. The very speed

DOWN THE MEMORY LANE

she was maintaining at least gave her rudder
steering control.
As a square sail ship rig, she was unable to
come round all standing and heave to without a
risk of broaching over to a point close to capsize.
So the command had stood on with her running
downwind and a deck watch looking and listening. Imagine the shock factor as those watchkeepers saw a steel ship go past, close on their
lee side.
So what was the point of this story?
One can say that such event is less likely today
as there are electronic navigation and safety
aids, even on wooden sailing ships; bridge team
management including times of reduced visibility
is very much more the practice and awareness
of case studies from training, education and experience is much more prevalent.
However, it is a commentary on the incident / accident nature of the movement of ships that the
early hours, in darkness, with or without reasonable visibility, are crucial times - and it is often the
case that the wheelhouse doors are closed with
a dull engine noise pervading the structure and
a warm comfort for those eyes, ears and brains
to work in without really thinking about what is
out there.
With questionable relish for the navigating fraternity, it should be remembered that the vast
number of major ship accidents can be laid at
the feet of that navigating department, either by
Omission or by Commission – though it doesn’t
take much effort to find shocking incidents of
engineering background that have also caused
havoc - and the wide awake professional with all
brain cells in gear in a team management grouping is then seen as abundantly necessary.
Perhaps a lighter version of this story would
be the night time calm sea experience of sailing south, twenty miles off shore from Malabar,
south west India, and with the bridge doors open,
suddenly hear fishermen in unlit canoes shouting ‘Hello Johnny!’ That concentrates the imagination and wakens up the watch keeping.

Lessons for Navigators
In restricted visibility, reduce to safe
speed. If you are a watch keeping officer and uncertain about conditions, then
call the master any time. Make frequent
double check of radar echo reception
and at least consider placing an ear and
eye out on the bridge wing- preferably
with a wheelhouse door open to ease
communications between the outside
and inside. Think what might go wrong if
not taken the right action.
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Testing & Analysis of
Lubricating Oils
By S.Viswanathan
All mechanical equipment require some
form of lubrication and no equipment
is 100% efficient. This means in all
equipment invariably suffer from loss
of energy due to friction and lubrication
is essential to minimize this loss. In
addition to loss of energy, there is
wear and tear due to the quality of
the lubricant in use, primarily due to
the deterioration of the lubricant in
service. Testing of lubricating oil at
regular intervals by onboard tests
and laboratory analysis plays an
important role in the overall running
and maintenance of the equipment it
lubricates. Onboard merchant ships,
main engine and auxiliary engine crank
case oils, steering gear system oil,
stern tube oil, steam turbine oil, Framo
hydraulic system oil, etc. are analyzed
at fixed intervals.
Sampling
Procedure:
The
utmost
importance is in collecting a true
representative sample. An analogy can be
drawn from the blood sample collected in
clinics for pathological tests. One cannot
afford to use a dirty or infected needle
to collect the blood sample, mix up the
patients’ name etc. Even though collecting
a Lubricating oil sample is a simple task,
following must be ensured:• sampling point must be after filters on the
discharge side of the pumps (to know the
quality of system oil). Usually, shipyard
/ equipment supplier has provided a
sampling cock.
• the container used to collect the sample
must be clean and dry (supplied by the
testing laboratory).
• the oil must be in circulation and not
stagnant.
• container must be marked appropriately
(Label containing at least date, equipment
name & number, grade of oil, running
hours of oil and ship’s name)
• sample should never be drawn from a
stopped machinery, sump, crankcase,
stagnant pipelines.
If the intention is to find out the condition
of the equipment as well, an additional
sample may be drawn before filters in the
circuit. The sample must be reached as
quickly as possible to testing laboratory to
rely on the results and avoid contamination
en route. Parameters Analyzed: Depending
on the equipment and grade of oil used,
one or more of the following are analyzed
and reported:
• Kinematic Viscosity – indicates load

carrying capacity
• Viscosity Index – change with temperature
• Flash Point – indicates contamination with
fuel
• Insolubles – indicates contamination due
leakage of combustion products
• Total Base Number(TBN)- indicates
alkaline reserve
• Water content – indicates leakages in the
system
• Acidity – Measure of deterioration
• Colour – darker colour indicates oxidation
• Density – Indicates contamination with
water, fuel etc
• Pour point & Floc point – for Refrigeration
compressors.
• Metals – for IC engines, Stern tube and
Hydraulic & Gear oils.
• Microbial Infection
All the above parameters may not be
applicable for every type of lubricating oil
used on board nor all of them tested and
analyzed. The recommended values for the
required parameters vary for the different
equipment and can only be found in the
service manual of Equipment Manufacturer/
handbook of Lubricating oil supplier. Above
parameters are tested using standard test
methods, nowadays computerized and
automated. The laboratory also gives a plot
of trends over a period of time.
Interpretation of results: Engineers on board
are advised to look at the results and the
trend carefully. Sometimes the values may
be within the recommended limits, but the
trend indicates a sharp increase in levels
of a particular measurement indicating
something is wrong in the system and
requires attention. Increase in any of the
measured value above the allowable limit
warrants immediate action. Solution could be
purifying, by-pass fine filtration, part removal
and replenishment or complete renewal
of total system oil. Whatever the method
advised and followed must be preceded by
a careful study of the equipment, reasons
found for the deterioration of the oil, defects
rectified to avoid repetitive work with
accompanied loss of time, effort and money.
Conclusion: Lubricating oil analysis is one of
the important condition monitoring tools
available to a shipboard engineer for
efficient running of the ship’s equipment. It is
imperative to understand the entire process
from collecting the oil sample correctly,
analyzing the results and taking corrective
and preventive action. This is as important
as any other duty on board the ship such as
operation, maintenance or watchkeeping.
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How to trade in Australian waters:

the PSC inspection. The PSC inspector
is required to present the inspection report to the Master upon completion of the
inspection and discuss the recorded deficiency/ observation.
Vessels calling Australian ports should be
mindful of the following standard requirements:

Understanding AMSA Role
The word “AMSA” has been known to
send shivers down the spine or generate
at least a queasy feeling in the stomach
for most ships’ senior officers proceeding towards Australian port. Perceived
to be one of the most stringent maritime
authorities worldwide, Australian Maritime Safety Authority is actually a largely
self-funded government agency with the
charter of enhancing efficiency in the delivery of safety and other services to the
Australian maritime industry.
Mr. Alex Schultz-Altmann, Manager, Ship
Inspection & Registration, Ship Safety Division, AMSA was a guest speaker at the
two-day officers’ seminar at SIMS,Lonavala
on 03rd April and succinctly described the
expectations of the AMSA from the ships
calling Australia and how they could safely
navigate through the Australian waters and
maritime rules and regulations without erring or violating AMSA rule book.
A rule is a rule is a rule, Mr. Schultz-Altmann
stressed and any AMSA inspector’s role is
to examine whether any ship has conformed
or not to them under all circumstances.
However, like any other field, mistakes can
happen and that’s why Mr. Schultz-Altmann
pointed out honesty is the best policy for any
ship’s captain to adhere to, not only to the
advantage of the ship and company but also
himself during such calls in view of today’s
vast avenues of technology and information network at disposal of the authorities.
Mistakes may also happen on the part of an
inspector and that’s why AMSA has established an elaborate appeal process to address such issues.
Mr. Schultz-Altmann shared information
about how AMSA prepares ship’s risk profiling, inspection statistics and targeting for
PSC inspections. Recurring detention items
and hot PSC topics such as lifeboats, fatigue/ rest hours, fittings having asbestos,
air pollution, fire safety measures, ISM, load
line items, etc. were high lighted.
Geographical Details:
Australia is the largest island nation in the
world; it has the 3rd largest exclusive economic zone (EEZ) spread over 10 million
km2. Australia has 60,000 kms of coastline
with 12,000 islands. A total of 79 Australian
ports handle 10% of world sea trade.

Australian Maritime & Safety Authority
(AMSA) is the national safety agency responsible for maritime safety, protection of
the marine environment and aviation and
marine search and rescue.

Number of deficiencies according to risk
factor (Fig. 2)

1. SOLAS Reg 11/Chapter I requires vessels to disclose all defective equipment
before the inspection commences.
2. Ship staff competency can be checked
by the boarding inspector.
3. Discuss the deficiency with boarding
inspector.
4. Based on the outcome of the routine
PSC inspection, vessel may be subject
to expanded inspection if the inspector
has reasons to believe that substandard conditions exists or substandard
practices are followed.

Ships are boarded by AMSA inspectors
basis the risk profiling and inspection priority group for the purpose of carrying out

It was pointed out that the majority of ships
(33.9%) detained in 2012 had deficiency
related to ISM while the second category

Ships based on their risk profile have been
divided into priority groups, basis which the
target inspection rates are set by the PSC.
(Fig. 1)
Mr. Schultz-Altmann also pointed out that
their actual detention is generally in line
with the probabilities arrived at by their
analysis.

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3
Category

2012 Number

2012 %age

ISM

120

33.9

Fire Safety

63

17.8

Life saving appliances

42

11.9

Pollution prevention

23

6.5

Emergency Systems

22

6.2

Water/weather tight conditioning

20

5.6

Safety of navigation

19

5.4

Structural conditions

10

2.8

Cargo operations including equipment

3

0.8
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this is unsuccessful, AMSA’s legal and
administrative costs in responding to
the appeal may be recouped from the
applicant.
AMSA PSC Inspection – Hot Areas:

Mr. Alex Schultz-Altmann, Manager, Ship Inspection & Registration, Ship Safety Division, AMSA

was related to

the Fire safety (17.8%).

Detainable deficiency types 2012 (Fig. 3)
AMSA PSC Appeals process:
In order to establish that the entire inspection process is fair and just, AMSA has
established an elaborate appeal process
under which any ship owner, ship manager
or flag Administration can lodge an appeal
against the detention.
However, there are only two basic principles upon which an appeal can be successful:
1. The AMSA PSCO did not understand the
applicable legislative requirement; or,
2. The AMSA PSCO did not correctly apply
the legislative requirement.
To minimise costs to all parties, AMSA has
developed an informal review process,
whereby the detention is reviewed by a review panel Chaired by the Manager, Ship
Inspection. Mr. Schultz-Altmann strongly
recommended this informal review process
which does not involve legal representatives,
but follows the same basic process used by
the British Admiralty Law court in London.
Following review, a detailed response is
sent to the appellant outlining the facts
upon which the PSCO’s decision was
based, the applicable legislative requirements and the decision of the review
panel. The decision of the review panel
can further be challenged in the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT). The AAT
operates very similarly to a court of law.
• Lawyers and/ or barristers present all the
appeal cases.
• Individuals may be called upon to give
evidence or provide expert witness testimony.
• An appeal application may be made
directly to the AAT without having requested for an informal review and any
informal review carried out has no impact
upon the investigation of AAT.
• If an appeal is lodged with the AAT and

As explained by Mr. Schultz-Altmann, the
inspectors conduct rigorous checks to
determine the compliance of the following important areas:
• STCW Hours of Rest – Including the
STCW Manila Amendments
• IMSBC Code
• Cargo Securing
• ECDIS/ Charts/ Passage Planning –
With the current phased-in implementation of ECDIS underway, vessels
must be in full compliance if an ECDIS
is shown in Form E of SEQ certificate
to be fitted on board.
• Asbestos (its usage is totally prohibited
on ships, but as per him asbestos usage has been found to be present even
on new ships calling Australian ports.
This resulted in excessive delays for
the ships, hence extreme caution must
be exercised by managers and ships)
• Sewage Treatment Plants
• Lifeboat fall protection devices (FPDs)
– It’s usage has become compulsory
and ship not having these can be detainable
• ISM implementation
• Air Pollution
• Helicopter operations; ISM system
must include demonstration that a
ship’s arrangements, equipment, crew
training, and drills are appropriate for
helicopter operations.
• Documentary evidence of deck
strength for intended helicopter landing/ operating areas
• Dangerous Goods manifests
• Compliance with local regulations and
reporting requirements
• Compliance with Reef Vessel Traffic
System
Finally, AMSA, like any other national
maritime authorities is sincere in its
efforts and endeavours to maintain
safety and a clean marine environment in Australia , the sub-continent
which is targetting an unprecedented
80% maritime trade expansion in the
next 10 years. A huge task which can
be achieved only when all ships calling Australia maintain the standards
laid down by AMSA.
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Rescue from
Enclosed Space
Ignore company
procedures at your
peril during any
enclosed space
Rahul Sapra, Deputy
Marine Superintendent,
ESM, Singapore

I was sailing as a second officer
on a single hull Aframax crude oil
tanker. The incident in question happened while the vessel was at sea
en route to its periodical dry docking in Dubai sometime during 2002.
There were some repairs, which were required to be carried out in the stbd. fuel oil
bunker tank and necessitated its cleaning.
The size of fuel oil tanks was about 1800
MT capacity each. These tanks were located at the break of accommodation on the
port and starboard sides. We also had additional riding crews on board the vessel to
help with the preparation for the dry dock.
The washing and gas freeing of the fuel oil
tank was completed and the riding crew
were detailed to transfer the wash water
and sludge from the fuel oil tank to the slop
tank via a Wilden pump. This job went on for
about two days and the crew had become
quite used to the tank entry requirements.
On the morning of the third day of the cleaning the chief officer checked for the gases
in the tank and prepared the enclosed
space entry permit. All the rescue gear as
detailed in the permit was kept ready at the
tank entrance. The crew entered the tank
and went about their routine. At 10 am, the
crew came out from the tank for lime juice/
tea break and nothing unusual was noted.
When the crew came back at about 1030
and entered the tank, they felt that there
was some gas in the tank, however none of
them was having a gas meter and they proceeded down anyway. However by the time
the crew reached down, a couple of them
started experiencing burning sensations in
their eyes. All of them came out and reported forthwith to the chief officer.
The chief officer somehow felt that the crew
were trying to find excuses from entering in
the tank and told them that everything was
fine and that he had checked for the gases.
Shortly thereafter, he entered the tank alone
to prove to the crew that everything was
fine, but without checking the gas or carrying a gas meter. By the time the chief officer
had reached the 2nd stringer level, he collapsed. Immediately the crews present at
the tank entrance informed bridge and the
emergency alarm was raised.
To be continue on next page 15
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Know your ship :
Car Carrier

Jitendra Nath
Technical Superintendent
ESM, Singapore

(Part II)

Cargo Operation is obviously one of the

• Caution marks such as “NO SMOKING” and

most important part of a car carrier management. The second part of the article in

“MAX SPEED 20 km/h”, number of deck, di-

safety tape, traffic cones and traffic control
signs, etc.

rection of driving, exit signs, etc. kept in place.

this issue will exclusively highlight this
critical operation of loading, unloading and
ensuring proper care for the cargo during

Before Loading

the transportation.

shore and ship is a must to ensure safe and
smooth loading operation. Details must be dis-

Before arrival at the Loading port

cussed on the following areas:

Following preparations are made prior to arriv-

• Heavy cargoes, which require special stowage and lashing.

ing a car/ truck loading port:

The detailed communication between the

• High cars and height clearance of loading
• All Lashing materials checked thoroughly
for proper condition and then distributed in
each cargo hold as per quantity of cars being loaded.
• Soot from Exhaust gas economiser has a possibility to harm the paint surface of vehicles in
the terminal and hence soot blowing practiced
carefully and elaborately before entering.
• Ventilation systems for cargo holds ensured
in good working condition.
• All Liftable panels are set accordingly and
the unused liftable deck support folded.
• Stanchions, safety ropes and safety signs are
erected at the gaps between the panels.
• Materials for damage prevention like traffic
cones, separation tapes, rubber
mats
, etc. distributed properly in each cargo hold.
• Plywood for wharf surface protection kept
ready for protective use under outer ramps.
• Oil absorbent prepared for keeping near the
outer ramps for treatment of any incidental
oil spill on decks.
• Car deck in cargo holds kept clean, dry and
free from rust and paint chips.

SIMS Ex-Cadets
Joined
ESM-Managed
Fleet During the
Last Quarter

decks.
• Driving routes to places of stowage and
those for discharge, and sequence of loading and discharge.
• Estimated times that car ramp, movable
ramp and liftable deck should be relocated.

• Workers and walkers in holds should face the
traffic flow of the cars, but not turn their back to
the traffic flow.

• Stowage to match the use of the car ramp at
the place of unloading.

• Workers to avoid walk/ crawl/ stand between
cars, which are about to start

• Non-stowage spaces because of sounding

• Work clothes ensured such that they do not
scratch the surface of cars and should have re-

pipes, running spaces for gas-tight doors,
etc.
• Strict observance of the speed limit and prohibition of smoking in the car holds.

flective tape on hard hats and/ or safety shoes.
• Proper Ventilation to avoid accumulation of exhaust gas from vehicles during cargo work in
cargo holds.

• Locations requiring special care to prevent
over-carriage of cars/ trucks.

• After a car ramp is set, a passageway made ei-

• Plan to load or discharge ballast water
(maintenance of stability).

ther on the right or left side with stanchions and
safety rope for the stevedores to walk through.

Safety Measures During Cargo Work
Safety during cargo work is of key importance
and following measures ensured for safe cargo operations:
• Control of flow of cars: have cars dodge
danger zones by controlling car traffic with

Standard Lashing for Vehicles
Lashings are taken at an angle within the range

3O Labeeb K. Thodiyil
DNS-07

3O Rakesh R. Nair
DNS-07

4E Pankaj Bansal
GME-09

3O Ravi Kant Chhetri
DNS-06

of 25-55 degrees from vessel’s athwart direction
line. If the lashing ropes cannot be taken within
the range, additional lashing shall be taken for
that vehicle.

3O Rohit Pokhariyal
DNS-06

3O Shekhar Sanjay
Godse DNS-07

3O Vaibhav Vivek
Rai DNS-07

4E Ranbir Singh
GME-08

4E Sandeepa
GME-08

3O Saurabh Kumar
Singh DNS-07

3O Virender Rana
DNS-07

4E Anish Vava Appukuttan
GME-08

3O Sumit Kumar
Verma DNS-07

4E Arashdeep
GME-08

4E Ashish Attri
GME-08
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PROPER LASHING CONDITION
NO wedge
required.

- Passenger car stowed longitudinally: 4 points
- Athwart ship stowage: 6 points
- Slope way stowage: 6 points

UP
5 points stowage for on slope stowage.

Check of Holds during Voyage:
• Rounds of the holds taken every watch as
long as practicable to check for any leakage
of oil, water from overhead pipes and with
an eye on fire prevention.

Proper range
250~550

• Leakage of ballast water from pipes and valves.
• Flammable vapours must be exhausted
from the hold by ventilating at regular intervals.
• Lashing condition must be checked whenever necessary such as:

UP

6 points for athwart ship
stow.
4 points for longitunal
stowage.

Wedge are
required.

The tension of car lashing shall be such as that vehicle’s suspension would deflect and vehicle’s chassis
would be lowered 1 to 2 centimeters. Do not put too
much tension on the lashings.

AFT
Proper range
250~550

 When rough weather is anticipated.
 During rough weather.

They forget releasing
and removing

 After experiencing rough weather, and
 At any time felt necessary by master.
Ventilation
Fire is a serious hazard on boardmore so in
a car carrier. The ventilation of cargo holds is
essential to prevent fire breakout and safe environment for working. Deficiency in the ventilation system may cause undue delay to the
vessel, as most longshoremen will refuse to
work if the atmospheric conditions inside the
cargo holds will pose a danger or risk to their

RUBBER MAT

health.

SLOPE WAY

• Prevent any unauthorized visitor from entering
the cargo hold in order to prevent cargo pilfer-

Cargo Discharging
Before starting cargo operation
Similar to the load port, following preparations
made prior arriving a car/ truck discharging port
to facilitate smooth and correct discharging of
car/ trucks:
• Confirm and indicate the port separation to
the stevedore supervisor before starting the
un-lashing work to avoid any short landing or
over-landing problems.

3O Yadhudas
DNS-07

3O Dwayne X Rodrigues
DNS-07

4E Ajay Bhanu
GME-07

4E Baskaran Parthiban
GME-08

4E Ashish Vij
GME-09

should be decided in the hold in cooperation with stevedores, especially in vicinity of
ramp to clear the traffic congestion, which
gathers from all directions.

age, especially audio sets.
• Smoking is strictly prohibited in the cargo hold.
• Crew must attend to unlashing work to ensure that proper care is taken by un-lashers.

• To prevent nose and tail hit damage, rubber
mat should be laid on the gap on end of the
slope and knuckle part of the slope.

• Sometimes, stevedores start driving without
releasing and/ or removing lashing materials, and then make contact to next car and
damage tie down point.

In the next installment of the article, we will
conclude with the areas of risk including

• During cargo operation, a safe driving route

fire hazards and prevention.

3O-Gautam Batra
DNS-07

4E Devender
GME-09

3O Jinto Kuriakose
DNS-07

3O-Jitender Singh
DNS-07

4E Mahesh Mohan 4E Mustafa J.Sabuwala
TayulLLathill GME-08
GME-08

4E Chetan Kanakapur 4E Fedrick James Salis
GME-08
GME-08

4E Reshu Pandey
GME-08

3O Nishant K.Singh 3O Prabhuneet Singh
DNS-07
DNS-07

4E Nimeet Nayyar
GME-09

4E Onkar Joti Khot
GME-08

4E Sathish K.Lakshmanan 4E Satish Khotele
GME-08
GME-09
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SHARING EXPERIENCE

Navigation Using Basics
Capt. D. Kishore

Nautical faculty, SIMS,
Mumbai

We carried out our risk assessment as follow:
Hazard: 1. Loss of visibility during rain
Control measures:
• Place one additional lookout at forward station
with walkie-talkie to detect small crafts and vessels during rain.
• Reduce speed to minimum possible on heavy
oil.
• Mark on chart contingency anchorages, if required in very low visibility for long duration.
The incident happened some 20 years back.
We were sailing out of Chittagong bound for
Singapore. I was sailing as master on a 40,000
dwt product tanker. The vessel was about ten
years old. The machinery and hull were maintained well and kept in good condition. The
only problem was very high level of vibrations
in ballast condition. Since it was a single hull
tanker, we had to take maximum ballast to reduce the vibration.
However, during this particular voyage, we couldn’t
take extra ballast as the passage was through
Strait of Malacca, where decanting was not possible. Moreover, the terminal at Singapore had a
limited capacity to receive dirty ballast. In other
words we had just enough ballast to satisfy flag
state and IMO regulations. The small quantity of
ballast resulted in vessel having excessive vibrations. We reduced our speed by few notches to reduce vibrations. But the excessive vibrations could
not be eliminated.
Vessel was fitted with two sets of Radar cum ARPA
- One X band and other S band. These RadarS
were of latest design of those days. Instead of having CRT and hood, it had daylight desktop display
(The ones used commonly nowadays). These radars were retrofitted by replacing original radars.
Although of latest design, company had procured
these RadarS from second-hand market. We were
surprised to have latest design Radar from second
hand market. Since they were serviced and certified, we were happy to have them. They were fitted
on a steel stool with only one leg of hollow pipeline
supported on to the base plate. Base plate was
bolted onto the deck. Vessel had already made a
few voyages with these radars. All these voyages
had been either with full cargo or with extra ballast
and radars worked perfectly.
The next afternoon, after sailing out I had a frantic
call from second officer called me on bridge. Ship
had entered Andaman Sea and the port radar had
blanked out. The electrician was summoned. After
checking the radar, he put the blame squarely on
excessive vibration. We promptly informed com-

pany to arrange for technician at Singapore. In
the meantime ship’s staff tried to repair it without
success. Now we were left with only one Radar.
We fixed some wooden beam from deck to ceiling touching Radar and stool to absorb some of
the vibrations.
We entered Strait of Malacca after three days.
All was smooth, till one wave hit us from forward.
This created lots of vibrations. Our make shift
arrangement couldn’t protect it and the second
RARAD also went blank.
Here we were in Strait of Malacca in the month of
July with monsoon at full blast, without Radar. My
first reaction was to stop and anchor in a suitable
place. But then I realised that while Radar was a
recent invention during World War II, the ocean
navigation had been going on for last many centuries.
Just for understanding of new navigators, at this
time GPS satellites were not fully functional and
AIS was still some distance away. We had Satellite Navigator on board, but it used to give position once in 2 to 4 hours, which was inadequate
for navigation through Strait of Malacca. We
informed our poor state to company (not ESM).
They asked us to carry out risk assessment and
proceed to Singapore, where technicians will attend.
A passage planning meeting was called with all
navigators and chief engineer for ensuring safe
navigation through Strait of Malacca. First option
to sail at slow speed was struck down by chief
engineer as Diesel oil was not sufficient to run
engine for rest of the voyage.
If you are wondering why Diesel Oil (DO) was required, the engines on those days were designed
to run on Heavy Fuel Oil for normal speed. For
running engine below certain RPM (Manoeuvring speed) DO was required. The stock of DO
onboard used to be just sufficient for running of
generators and few hours of manoeuvring with
some extra reserve.

Hazard: 2 Unable to detect vessel at long range
Control measures:
• Request Vessel Traffic Services (VTS), Malaysia to provide information for other vessels in the
vicinity. VTS also agreed to warn other vessels
about our position.
• Keep vessel to extreme end of TSS so that all
overtaking and passing traffic are kept well clear
of us.
Hazard 3: Problem in Position fixing
Control measures:
• Use visual fixes wherever possible.
• Use Dead Reckoning (DR) Function of Satnav
by feeding accurate set and drifts.
• Use echo sounder to confirm positions lines
Hazard 4: Inability of carry out parallel indexing while passing close to dangers
Control measures:
• Use vertical sextant angle, doubling of beam angle and other techniques by sextant
• Use clearing line if available
• Use dipping and raising distance of lighthouse.
Engine RPM were kept such that engines could
be stopped in minimum time. In area with depth
less than 30 meters, anchor was kept ready. The
VTS really helped us with continuously informing
us about the course, speed and distance of other
vessels likely to pose problems. The voyage from
Chittagong to Singapore takes around 6 days at
13 knot speed. The passage through Strait of
Malacca is for 3 days. We took 7 days to complete the voyage. We prevented a couple of near
misses with good lookout and vigilance,
Although VTS was telling us the name of other
vessel, one day we found one vessel crossing us.
VTS had not told us about it. Suddenly it started
raining heavily and we lost the track of this vessel.
I sent duty officer forward to locate this vessel.
To be continue on next page 24
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CASE STUDY

Damage to Cargo Oil Pump
Turbine
Modern ships are fitted with alarms and

Events that led to the incident:

trips for critical machinery to assist the
ship staff in safe and efficient operation

All COP turbines were put on warm up prior
to testing the alarms. After testing the rest of

of the ship’s equipment. Alarms are pro-

the alarms, 2E/O decided to test the turbine

vided for the operator to be cautioned and
take corrective action. Trips are provided

back pressure alarm by shutting the exhaust
valve and crack opening the main steam in-

to safely shut down the machinery to pre-

let valve. After a short time, the

vent damage. In view of the above important functions of alarms and trips, they

Turbine Governor valve and main steam inlet valve tripped sounding alarm. Satisfied,

have to be tested for correct operation

2E/O went about re-setting and starting the

frequently. Cargo oil pump turbine (COPT)
is also provided with various alarms and

turbine to check. When the turbine did not
roll, he tried to crank the rotor with turning

trips to safeguard against mal-operation

bar without success.
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S.Viswanathan,
Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

or damage.
Investigation:
This incident of damage to the cargo oil

The chief engineer was called for assist-

pump turbine took place when the author

ance. When the turbine was isolated and

was sailing as third engineer on a product
tanker. The vessel was fitted with three
nos COPT’s, operating between 16 bar

top casing was opened, the rotor was found
bent and touching the casing. Fortunately,

and 60cmHg vacuum condenser. The vessel was at anchorage in a discharge port
waiting for berthing orders. The PMS rou-

fitted and the turbine tried out successfully.
There was no delay to the ship or cargo discharge operations.

tine of testing alarms and trips of cargo oil
pump turbines were undertaken by second
engineer(2E/O) and electrical officer (E/O).
They tested the back pressure alarm and trip
of one of the turbines and then tried to run
the turbine to check everything is normal. To
their surprise, the turbine was not rolling at
all on steam and later by turning bar.

the vessel had a spare new rotor, which was

Extent of damage:
1. A good turbine rotor costing few thousand
dollars was damaged.
2. A set of consumables.
3. Unnecessary and additional work was incurred by the ship’s engineers.

From the details provided and
your knowledge about the feed
pumps, please provide answers to
the following regarding this case
study:
1. What is the primary cause for the
rotor to bend?
2. What is the device provided for
sensing the back pressure of a
steam turbine?
3. What is the correct method of testing a high back pressure trip of a
steam turbine?

Responses for Damage to Motor Coupling:
Issue 20 (Jan 2013)
Based on the positive number of feedback and responses from our readers on the previous case study, here’s a compilation
of the answers received:
1. What is the primary cause for the
coupling to break while dismantling?
• The axial movement of the
coupling is restricted by cap
nut threaded onto the shaft.
2. What is the root cause of the coupling to crack while dismantling?
• Lack of awareness on dismantling
procedure.
• Electrical officer had not interacted
with 2nd engineer and officer, even
though he struggled with 2 leg and 3
leg puller to remove the coupling.
• Lack of judgment and knowledge while
using tools like hydraulic puller used for
the removal of a small motor coupling.

3. How can such mistakes be prevented
from happening?
• By conducting proper tool box briefing
prior any task.
• By following “Take 5”
• Consult seniors and refer manuals while
carrying out such jobs.
• Professional approach towards job
found missing. Fitting of bearings without flinger for the second time reveals
the lack of knowledge and application.
• The concerned officer couldn’t realize
the need of removal of cap nut prior pulling out the coupling from the pump shaft
(refer the Fig). He may have thought
cap nut is also a part of the coupling.

Cooling

Cap Nuts
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Chief Guest Mr. Pratab Bhosle (8th from right) and Mr. V.P Datar (9th from right)
with SIMS staff, faculty and graduating cadets

CAMPUS NEWS

Graduating cadets taking their Oaths.

GME 13 & DNS 14
Graduates From
SIMS, Lonavala:
Chief Guests Spur Cadets
Ahead of Challenging career
It was a moment of great pride for Samundra
institute of Maritime Studies as it bore witness to the graduation of its 38 cadets from
the Diploma in Nautical Science 14th Batch
and 65 cadets from the Diploma in Marine

Prize winners of the GME13 batch.

Engineering 13th Batch on the 22nd January
and 1st March 2013 respectively. The ecstatic
cadets who are set to embark as fresh merchant mariners in the upcoming months had
their convocations graced by special guests
to spur them on.

Inspection of the parade by Mr. Pratap Bhosle.

Mr. V.P Datar also graced the
graduation with his presence.

The graduation of the DNS-14, witnessed by Indian Maritime Institute (IMU) Vice Chancellor Dr.
G. Raghuram, stressed in his valedictory speech
the importance of understanding an individual’s
role in the supply chain coordination in ensuring
safe delivery of cargo to its destination. While
equipment and information in the modern times
has significantly revolutionized the shipping industry, Dr. Raghuram emphasized the critical
role of human intervention in the supply chain
coordination. “(What is important is) how we relate to one another and how we understand the
role of different players in the chain,” he said. He
implied that good understanding of such and a
professional attitude will take them far and up.
Having said the above, VC challenged the graduates to start small, but think big. He pressed that
they not only should be highly-skilled cadets and
officers, but to further rise and aspire to become
good executives and managers eventually. “As

Mr. Pratap Bhosle delivering his valedictory
speech to the cadets.

SIMS Principal, Mr. Viswanathan (right)
presenting a token of appreciation to Mr.
Bhosle.

you move up, you need to be able to manage a
whole lot of not only people, but also equipment,
information, finances,” he added.
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Chief Guest Dr. Raghuram (6th from left) along with the SIMS staff,
Faculty and Graduating Cadets.
The passing out GME-13 was equally grand
with Mr. Pratap Bhosle, Dy. Chief Surveyor and
Deputy Director General of Shipping, Mercentile
Marine Department, witnessing the special occasion as Chief Guest.
“You must love this job” spurred Mr. Pratap Bhosle, as he expressed that “seafaring is for the
tough and talented man only.” Addressing the
cadets, the chief guest cautioned them on the
challenges in the sea and handling of machines
onboard. He pointed out the importance of presea training and competency courses in the institutes like SIMS to make them well-equipped.
“Safety starts from the first day and from the first
step on the gangway” he reiterated. Mr. Bhosle

DNS 14 Prize winners.

also added that overcoming obstacles at sea all
comes down to a good teamwork among the
crew. He explained that a safe voyage was everyone’s’ responsibility, for not only will it keep the
individual away from harm, but also fellow crew
members. He reminded that teamwork doesn’t
restrict itself to the crew alone, but it includes
the machines onboard; “take care of them and
they will take care of you” he said. Mr. Bhosle
who earlier was shown around the campus, also
praised the “excellent facilities and latest new
edge teaching methods” in SIMS and termed the
institute as a “benchmark.”

In his speech, Dr. Raghuram advised
the graduates to start small, but think
big.

Mr. V.P Datar, Retd. Head, MAN B&W. who
accompanied the chief guest and toured the
campus as well, also spoke to the passing out
cadets and emphasised the importance of having the driving attitude of “wanting to learn.” He
explained that information won’t be “spoon-fed”
and that cadets need to be proactive onboard by
taking the extra effort to know the vessel and the
seafaring traits.
The Chief Guests on both events were given a
guard of honor at the campus parade ground.
The proud parents of the graduating cadets
along with the faculty staff also shared the joyous occasion by gracing the event with their
presence.

IMU Vice Chancellor Dr. G. Raghuram
inspecting the parade.
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21st Century
Leadership
Challenges at Sea:
Lesson on leadership

Retd. Admiral Arun Prakash,
Indian Navy
Leader is someone who, by virtue of assumed
role or assigned responsibility, inspires and
influences people to accomplish organizational goals even in difficult circumstances.
It was an honour and privilege to listen to Admiral
Arun Prakash, a much decorated and widely respected former chief of Indian Navy delivering his
thoughts on the leadership to the senior merchant
navy officers of ESM. Following article is entirely
based on his immensely engrossing presentation:
Admiral Prakash weaved around Indian history, Indian psyche and wisdom from the ancient Indian
epics and scriptures to put forward his lesson on
leadership- what makes the good and the bad leadership - with examples carefully gleaned from the
history and what Indian ancient wisdom extolled as
the ultimate role or action of a good leader.
His examples amply pointed out repeated failures
of leadership or the lack of leadership at the critical
junctures of the Indian history where Indian leadership faltered; having to consecutively fight enemies
on home soil and sometimes losing out at the very
brink of victory due to in-house treachery, deceit
and betrayals on the part of own friends, brethren,
relatives or due to poor leadership.
Weak leadership or rather the lack of leadership, was precisely the reason the Indian rajas
sitting miles away from the battlefields employing
the same Indian sepoys to fight their battles lost
to the British colonels and lieutenant, leading another group of Indian sepoys on the same ground!
Indeed, India was conquered for the East India
Company by brave Indian sepoys commanded
by outstanding British officers, when pitted against
other Indian sepoys, equally brave, but led by poor
leaders, Admiral Prakash summarized.
That brings us to the priceless question of what is
leadership and how does one acquire those qualities of leadership. Leadership is always open to acquisition by anyone who puts his efforts in earnest
with necessary inclination. There are five pillars
of leadership, as per Admiral Prakash which are
Integrity, Professionalism, Decisiveness, Courage
and Leadership by personal example – incidentally
the latest was the theme of the seminar. These are
what make a person a leader irrespective of his or
her hereditary status or authority in the work place.

None of them could be bartered or short changed
and so, when a leader says, “follow my actions and
do exactly as you see me doing, he is binding himself to a strict code of conduct while challenging his
subordinates to follow the example he is setting”.
Integrity is what makes people motivated by a
strong inner drive and behave consistently to high
standards, even when no one is watching, and
neither reward nor punishment is involved. A tall
order, but anyone who strives to take the leadership role seriously must acknowledge it as the bed
rock of a leader’s character. Further, no leader can
command respect or confidence without having
acquired professionalism and relevant knowledge
or by having established ignorance and incompetency on his part. Last but not least, a leader without moral courage and decisiveness to stand by his
responsibility and commitment may only exercise
authority of a status but would fail miserably to lead
or influence his team or group.
Going further, a huge pitfall for a leader to stumble
and lose his or her way is the sycophancy which
Admiral Prakash points out as “one of the most corrosive and de-moralizing phenomena, which can
determine the ethical foundations of any organization”. A leader must watch out over his shoulder
to stay clear of his coterie of sycophants to keep
himself focused on his role and responsibility.
Fortunately, there are pages in the Indian history
lit with the kings of the calibre of Ashoka of the
Maurya Dynasty(304-232 BCE) or kings of the
Gupta dynasty (320-550 CE) who led their subjects and ruled the kingdom with all those characteristics and abilities. They were leaders who did
not lead with their swords but by their strength of
character and wisdom. Their kingdoms expanded beyond the present boundaries of India and
Ashoka for one is known in the world history as a
great emperor expounding the message of Buddhism to the neighbouring countries. Sovereign
India has rightfully adopted Ashoka’s emblem as
the official emblem and made the wheel of law
( Dharma Chakra) as part of the national flag. We
not only mark our respect to this great leader but
attach our loyalty to the same philosophy and
ideology.
Besides navigating the abyss of life’s intricacies,
standing up to the menacing invaders, and sometime crossing the fathomless seas and oceans,
there were other Indian maritime leaders way
back in 2000-3000 years BCE who led Hindu
kingdoms from India right up to Siam (Thailand),
Kampuchea (Cambodia/Angkor Wat) , Java, Sumatra and Bali. The power of leadership is seen in
the historical remnants of an expansion of Indian
culture, religion and wisdom warmly embraced by
the local followers and left for the history to decipher its strength.
Present day Indian seafarers are the proud descendents of those fearless but wise explorers and
adventurers. There’s no reason they cannot live up
to the leadership shown by the ancestors centuries
back –not to win any territory but to show the virtue of acting true professional, knowledgeable and
trustworthy leaders for the fellow seafarers and the
world maritime industry as a whole.
Finally, the sign of a true leader is his level of commitment – a commitment without expecting reward

KNOWLEDGE

as expounded by Lord Krishna to his friend Arjuna in the battle field of Mahabharata in the centuries old Bhagavad Gita:
Karmanye vaadhika raste; ma phalesh kadachan…
“ You are bound to perform your prescribed duty,
but you are not entitled to the fruits for the results
of your activities, and never contemplate not doing
your duty…”

Rescue From Enclosed Space
continued from page 7
I immediately rushed to the fuel oil tank entrance. The rescue equipment and the selfcontained breathing apparatus (SCBA) were
kept available at the entrance and I, along
with an AB entered the tank after donning the
SCBA. We managed to pull out the chief officer
from the tank because of the extra crew we
had, but it still took us more than 12 minutes to
get him out after the alarm was sounded. The
chief officer was still unconscious when he was
pulled out of the tank using the rescue line and
the rescue harness.
You will have to take my word as the rescuer
that it was one of the most difficult things to do
to strap an unconscious man into the harness
with a SCBA and inside a fuel oil tank.
The chief officer was given oxygen resuscitation for almost 25 minutes before he regained
consciousness and was in a shock from which
it took him days to recover!
Upon investigation, it was found that the water level in the F.O. tank had reduced as most
of the water had been transferred to the slop
tank. When the crew came up for the break at
1000 hrs. they had left the wilden pump rigged
with the discharge hose into the slop tank,
which was not gas free.
On this particular time the hose did not have
any water in it and this lead to the back flow of
gas from the Slop tank to the F.O. tank!
It is extremely important to check the atmosphere in the enclosed space the first time and
every time before entry and the persons entering MUST ensure that the gas is checked
in front of them and that all the requirements
of the permit are met.
There is no sense to be a hero for wrong reasons by ignoring sound procedures while working on the ship. Always remember to follow the
checklists and procedures as these have come
about to prevent the mistakes people have
made in the past. Follow the checklists and the
procedures because they will help keep you
safe and even save your life.
This was probably one of the most satisfying
days of my career at sea. I say it because on
this day we managed to save a life with prompt
action. It made me starkly aware of how close
we had come to losing our young Chief Officer
due to momentary loss of his judgement. It also
instilled in me the consciousness of what might
happen in an enclosed space if you become
complacent & ignore sound practices.
The incident made me sadder but wiser and I
do hope that you too can learn from this report
to keep yourself and your shipmates safe.

CADETS’ DIARY
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Crossword Puzzle
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Across

Down

1. Exxon Valdez departed from this port just prior to the oil spill
2. This city is called Portena (which means Port city)

1. Queen of the Adriatic

The mermaid of the Mediterranean
World’s busiest transshippment port.
Biggest crude oil terminal of the world
Cargo gateway of America
World’s leading port for liquefied natural gas
World’s largest naval base
A deep water port in the Gulf of Mexico

2. World’s busiest passenger port
3. MS Herald of Free Enterprise a RORO ship capsized moments after
leaving the port of ___________.
4. Largest port in the world as of today in terms of TEUs
5. It has the longest wharf in the world
6. It held the position of the world’s busiest port by cargo tonnage for 42
years on the trot
7. The oldest continuously working port
8. A transcontinental city
9. “If you truly wish to find someone you have known and who travels, there
are two points on the globe you have but to sit and wait, sooner or later
your man will come there: the docks of London and ________”.- Rudyard Kipling
10. Port of Registry of RMS Titanic
11. In World War II, it was a prime target for the Luftwaffe during The Blitz

Down:
1. ENICE 2. DOVER 3. ZEEBRUGGE, BELGIUM 4. SHANGHAI 5. NEW ORLEANS 6. ROTTERDAM
7. JAFFA (ISRAEL) 8. ISTANBUL 9. PORT SAID 10. LIVERPOOL 11. LONDON
Across:
1. VALDEZ 2. BUENOS ARIES 3. TRIPOLI 4. SINGAPORE 5. RAS TANURA 6. MIAMI 7. RAS LAFFAN 8. NORFOLK
9. LOOP- LOUISIANA OFFSHORE OIL PORT

Answers:

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Lead by Example – The Best Way
to Drive the Right Behaviour
Leadership lessons from industry leaders

Officers’ Seminar 2013 Sailing and Shore Staff.

Capt. Binoy Dubey, Senior Executive, Risk Assessment
and Claims, Skuld Singapore.
The two-day seminar for ESM senior officers
held at SIMS Lonavala campus on 03rd and
04th April 2013 opened a totally new area of
learning for the merchant navy officers. All the
speakers emphasized the importance of senior
officers leading their juniors by example, i.e. by
acting and behaving in a correct manner and
safely – which when emulated by the sub-ordinates, will contribute to right behaviour.
In her opening remarks, Director HR & Crew,
ESM, Singapore, Ms Sikha Singh aptly quoted
William Shakespeare’s in ‘Twelfth Night’ stating “Be not afraid of greatness, some are born
great, some achieve greatness and some have
greatness thrust upon them”; Born to lead are
very few and far between in the present era.
Most leaders fall in the bottom two categories.
It depends greatly on the individual and his
mentors as to how best he or she cultivates
the leadership qualities and effectively leads
a team. A good leader, will of course lead by
example in all walks of life, thereby providing a
path for his subordinates to follow in the right
direction.

Dr. Vijay Belani Blue Shield Medical Clinic

Joining Ms. Singh to reiterate the importance of
senior officer’s leading by example were external maritime experts: Capt. Binoy Dubey, Senior Executive, Risk Assessment and Claims,
Skuld Singapore; Mr. Dilip Mehrotra, Secretary,
Indian Ocean MOU; Mr. Alex Schultz-Attman,
Manager, Ship Inspection & Registration, Ship
Safety Division, AMSA and Retd. Admiral Arun
Prakash, Indian Navy. They were joined by
long time associates of ESM as internal experts. The seminar dwelt on the leadership role
played by the senior officers on board in every
sphere of ship’s management- be it technical
or soft behaviour issues.
Capt. Binoy Dubey conducted an interesting
and interactive workshop on collisions. A case
study on collision incident between Panamax
bulk carrier Yao Hai and supply vessel Neftegaz 67 in a buoyed channel was presented.
This high profile incident had resulted in loss
of 18 lives on supply vessel. All the attendees
were briefed of the incident details and then
provided with a questionnaire to discuss with-

Mr. Kulbir Singh, HSEQA Supt, ESM, Singapore

in the team. The participants were divided
into teams and had the opportunity to present
their responses to the questionnaire based
on their understanding of the case. Lively
discussions followed each of these presentations and all came out with very knowledgable and deft answers which impressed the
august audience.
Mr. Dilip Mehrotra, Secretary Indian MOU,
presented the information on new garbage
regulations (MARPOL Annex V) which have
come in force from 01st Jan 2013. Regulatory requirements w.r.t. MARPOL Annex V
were explained from a regulator’s point of
view. An overview of role of port state, in
relation with operational requirements of
MARPOL Annex V and guidelines for preparation of shipboard garbage management
plan, was provided. Sample of deficiencies,
which have been recorded by PSC during
recent inspections were also conveyed to
participants. Mr. Mehrotra also provided
suggestions for the topics covering MARPOL Annex V for inclusion in the curriculum
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Mr. Dilip Mehrotra, Secretary Indian MOU.

Active participation was seen throughout the Seminar

Ms Sikha Singh, Director HR &
Crew,ESM, Singapore during her
opening speech.
Mr. S.P.Singh Director Technical,
ESM, Singapore

Capt. Arvind Karandikar, General
Manager, ESM, Singapore

Mr. S.M. Iyer, Resident Director, ESM,
India

for the Marpol course at SIMS.
Dr. Vijay Belani, a veteran physician with
years of experience in the maritime field took
up the challenge of explaining to officers the
various topics of handling medical emergencies on board. His comprehensive and detailed presentation covered a wide range of
medical emergencies and the importance of
golden hour (i.e. the initial period of checking
the symptoms and presenting it to help external medical expert to make a correct diagnosis
and thereby action to tackle) was emphasized,
which will prove crucial in saving lives or in
minimizing the other possible consequences of
shipboard sicknesses or injuries.
Capt. Arun Sundaram, Director Operations,
ESM, Singapore presented two case studies
viz grounding while picking up pilot and damage to propeller while awaiting pilot, thereby
highlighting the best practices and company’s
procedures to be implemented prior and post
picking up the pilot to prevent such costly incidents with ordinary practice of seamanship

and good planning. It was emphasized that
both the incidents were result of complacency
over a routine job, lack of contingency planning by the bridge team and lack of situational
awareness. Overall, he emphasized the lack of
leadership on board in addition to inadequate
communications among the bridge team members.
Capt. Arvind Karandikar, General Manager,
ESM, Singapore explained requirements and
procedures on operational safety onboard
Chemical tankers, Stop work authority on
all ships, issues pertaining to environmental
compliance, sealing and tagging systems and
company’s new open reporting system. Case
studies based on chemical injuries were also
shared with the attendees to prevent such mishaps and improve personal safety on board.
Mr. S.P.Singh, Director Technical, ESM, conducted session with Engineers on preventing
the bunker spills during internal transfers and
routine bunkering operations. Whereas, Capt.
Kulbir Singh conducted a session with Deck

The bi-annual Officers’ Seminar offers both senior
shore staffs and upcoming seafarers a unique
learning experience

Officers addressing the regulatory requirements, implementation of ECDIS and transition planned from paper charts to paperless
or digital navigation onboard ESM managed
ships.
An open house session on modern day crewing challenges was conducted by Mr. SM Iyer
followed by an interactive session between
Senior officers’ and SIMS cadets where both
sides clarified issues pertaining to sailing on
board ESM vessels.
A limited over cricket tournament among the
sailing officers and shore staff was held to
much excitement till the last ball when the
shore staff managed to clinch the running trophy for the second time. However, the trophy
for providing the most entertainment must go
to talented B.Tech cadet Devendra Mittal for
his outstandingly hilarious running commentary which kept all the players and the spectators regaled all through.
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Determining and Measuring
Free Surface Effect
Effect of free surface tanks:

E.g.: If water is 50% filled, then add weights

When a vessel having a tank with 100% filled
with liquid is heeled to any degree, the liquid

around 2.25 kg in the reserve buoyancy area
If water is 100% filled, then there are no

S. Sathish
kumar
Naval Architect
SIMS LNV

Consideration of Free surface Effect in De-

within the tank acts like a solid mass. Its centre

weights in the reserve buoyancy area.

sign stage:
The free surface effect for various liquid tanks

of gravity, remains constant and therefore does
not cause any change in the vessel’s centre of
gravity (G) or its metacentric height (GMT) as

• After that the model should be heeled to 45°

fitted in the vessel needed to be first considered

then leave the model and measure the time in
the stopwatch till the model returns to upright

individually. Then they are totalled to determine
the total loss in Transverse Metacentric height
(GMT) and finally reduced from the ship’s GMT.

the vessel is in heeled condition.
When a vessel with a partially-filled liquid tank

position.
• Repeat the experiment for 50% and 100% by
filling the freshwater in the experiment tank,

Here for the model experimental tank, free surface effects are calculated in the design stage.

is heeled to any degree, the liquid will seek to
remain parallel with the waterline. The centre of

alternate weight should be reduced for main-

Free Surface effect: I/▼

taining the same draft and metacentric height

gravity of the liquid, being the centre of its vol-

(GMT).

Where, I = Moment of inertia of the tank
(lb3/12) in m4

ume, will move with the liquid and can have a
considerable effect upon the vessel’s stability.
This effect is similar to that caused by adding

• By doing this we can determine that the free
surface effect is gradually increased from
the 100% of freshwater in the tank to 50% of

weight on deck, i.e. rise of the vessel’s centre
of gravity (G) which causes a decrease in the
vessel’s metacentric height (GMT), and reduce
its stability. Then increase the vessel’s time to

freshwater filling in the experiment tank in the
model.
• Compare the difference in timing (rolling pe-

return to upright position. This may sometimes
lead to negative stability, and in worst situation
cause the ship to capsize.

riod) for both conditions to come to its upright
condition.

Model Data:

Calculation:
Time period = 2πK/√ (g*GMT) in seconds
K = Radius of gyration in meters (0.4*Breadth)

• A 1:10 wooden scaled model of a boat (assuming ship for ease of understanding) is
constructed. Bulkheads are provided in the

G = Gravitational force (9.81 m/s2)
GMT = Transverse Metacentric Height in meters

mid-ship for the tank purpose and its volume
is 4.5 litres of water. The particulars of model
areLength overall = 740 mm; Extreme breadth =
204mm; Extreme depth = 150mm; Weight of
model = 8.5 kg.

• With no free surface effect, the GMT (Transverse Metacentric Height) is 0.283 meters.
• With free surface effect the GMT (Transverse
Metacentric Height) is 0.151 meters.

Experimental setup:
• In the experiment tank, fill 50% of freshwater and rest of the volume add masses in the
reserve buoyancy section for getting even
keel or masses can be added in the centre of
flotation of the model (i.e., to get parallel rise
of our scaled model in even keel and model
is maintained at the same draft till the end
of our experiment or both the conditions).

▼= Volume Displacement of the tank
Free surface effect = 0.022 m reduction from
the model ship’s actual GMT (i.e... Model ship’s
actual GMT is 0.283 m)
Final GMT (design) = 0.283 - 0.022 = 0.2608 m
The model vessel had only one tank to consider, but in case of the seagoing vessel having
many tanks, it is the ratio of the total vertical
moment caused by free surface effect to the
total displacement of the ship which gives the
movement of VCG (Vertical Center of gravity)
in higher position and reduces the Transverse
metacentric height.
Anti-roll tanks for reducing the Free Surface
Effect:
In the design stage, the Transverse stability of
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the ship is corrected by considering the free

Passive System: A roll damping system is a

Active systems: Many vessels are fitted with

surface effect, but it is limited. But in the case
of heavy weather condition the effect will further

controlled passive U-tube type anti-roll tank.
Two properly sized wing tanks are intercon-

active stability systems. Active stability systems are defined by the need to input energy

increase to reduction in vessel GMT by heavy

nected via a crossover duct either through or

to the system in the form of a pump, hydrau-

rolling because of free surface in tanks. The
liquid weights heavily transferring from port to

above the double bottom. The resulting fluid
flow is used for creating a stabilizing moment

lic piston, or electric actuator. These systems
include stabilizer fins attached to the side of

starboard and vice versa will lead to rise of the

opposing the roll motion of the vessel. The

the vessel or tanks in which fluid is pumped

Vertical center of gravity of ship and reduction
of the Metacentric height, finally ending up with

natural response period of this type of tank is

around to counteract the motion of the vessel.

fixed by its structural boundaries, which means
it cannot be changed once the tank is built. The

Active fin stabilizers are normally used to reduce the roll that a vessel experiences while

approach is to design the tank for the expected

under way or, more recently, while at rest. The

and anti-roll tanks (Passive and Active tanks)

shortest roll period of the vessel. An increase
of the tank’s response period can be accom-

fins extend beyond the hull of the vessel below the waterline and alter their angle of attack

in the vessel.

plished by restricting the airflow in between the

depending upon heel angle and rate-of-roll of

connected wing tanks.

the vessel.

condition. When there is a free surface, the
righting arm is added to the ship’s righting arm
to increase the CG to reduce the metacentric
height (GM) to make the ship unstable and it
takes longer time to come its original position.
Hence the results prove the presence of free
surface effect because of the tank partially
filled and resultant reduction of stability.

in the rough weather conditions. The free
surface effect can be reduced by introducing
active and passive systems for anti-rolling in
the vessel. These systems will not allow the
free liquids to flow from one side to another
side when the tank or ship is heeled and
there is no change in ship’s center of gravity
and the Metacentric height.

high rolling time and may result in capsizing of
the ship. This loss in stability can be minimised
by introducing the bilge keels, wash bulkheads

Result and Recommendations:
In the case of 50% freshwater in the tank, the
time taken is 7 sec to come to upright position
of the model and in the case of 100% freshwater in the tank, the time taken is 2 sec to come
to up-right position. This implies model is more
unstable when there is free surface in the tank
(50% Fresh water).
There is no free surface effect when the tank
is full because the ship heels in its CG it Metacentric height (GM) is same as per design

This is applicable for every liquid tank present
in the ship, when she is engaged in voyages
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A Nature Trail In SIMS, Lonavala
Cdt. Danesh Kersi Khambata
GME-14
SIMS, Lonavala

Being born and brought up in a urban
setup (Mumbai), I had never experienced
the beauty of nature, the way I did when
my friend, Vaibhav Patil and I strolled
around the SIMS campus one fine Sunday afternoon….
Vaibhav being a son of a farmer has basically spent most of his life in very close contact
with nature and he enlightened me about the
nature’s bounty present right in front of our
eyes but still so seemingly invisible to the
untrained eye.
Many cadets may probably be not aware
that the fruits and vegetables served in our
cafeteria table for breakfast, lunch and dinner are grown within the campus organically.
This is a luxury many city dwellers like me
did not enjoy earlier. I learnt that SIMS is
almost self reliant when it comes to certain
fruits like Banana, Papaya,Tomato, Mango,
Guava, Lemon, Coconut etc and; many seasonal vegetables like Potato, Green Chillies,
Aubergine (Eggplant), Spinach, Fenugreek,
Raddish, Cucumber, Drumsticks etc. A band
of over 40 gardeners are appointed to keep
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the gardens including the lush green lawns
healthy, productive and beautiful. In fact,
SIMS is also blessed to beplanted with a
large and wide variety of flowering plants
like the rose (we could find at least three
varieties i.e. red, pink and white), Spider lily,
morning glory, Gulmohar tree (Flamboyant
in English) which is truly an ornamental tree,
Shoe flower (available in a variety of shades
thanks to cross breeding), Arabian Jasmine
with an extremely heavy scent which often
fills the SIMS campus in the evenings etc.
SIMS also has some exotic plantations
phoenix palm , of Beatle Nut, Almonds, Cardamon (Elaichi), Bamboo, Aloe Vera, Cranberry, Figs etc. Finally, unknown to many,
SIMS also has a huge well, camouflaged
by thick foliliage between the administration
and hostel blocks as reserve ground water..
The river Indrayani passes by the SIMS
campus and there is an ancient folklore associated with it. The tale goes as follows :
Saint Tukaram is one of the famous saint’s
of Maharashtra (India), most popular for his
devotional poetry (Abhangs). Growing jealous of his increasing number of devotees,
the priests (Brahmins) of his village admonished Saint Tukaram who was not a brahmin (priest) to throw away all his abhangs
into the river Indrayani. Obeying the orders
of the Brahmins Saint Tukaram threw all his
scriptures into the river. Saint Tukaram then
sat by the bank of river Indrayani in meditation. After about 12 days of meditation, Lord
Panduranga presented himself to saint Tukaram and told him that all his lost abhangs
would return to him. The next morning to the
surprise of all the villagers the immersed abhangs were found floating on a piece of log
in the river Indrayani where the saint sat in
meditation.
SIMS has not only maintained this natural
treasure it possesses but also with great
efforts and pains classified them scientifically as per their botanical names. As a city
slicker I would like to take this opportunity
to thank the SIMS administration to have
given us, cadets, such a beautiful green
campus. Such a great environment surely
instills a sense of responsibility in the hearts
of all the cadets towards the preservation of
our natural surroundings and I hope each
SIMS cadet will carry forward this sense of
responsibility onboard ships, they shall sail
in the near future.
After all,Indeed, the one thing that I am sure
to miss from my days at SIMS when I shall
be sailing is the greenery I can see right
from my cabin’s window!

Cdt. Vivian
GME-14
SIMS, Lonavala
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LNG in Dual Fuel Engines:
The Next Generation of Shipping

capability.
20 natural gas powered vessels in service.
LNG powered vessels are not seen in the
other parts of the world.

The following paper prepared by Cadets
Abdul Hassan and Kalaimani Karunanidhi for the annual technical paper competition held by Marine Engineering & Research Institute (MERI) was short-listed
into the top six bracket. The competition
involved cadets from Marine Engineering
Institutes across the Maharashtra region.
The thrust for alternate fuels is produced by
three major reasons
1. Tier III regulations entering into force by
2016
2. Ever increasing HFO & MDO bunkering
costs
3. Need for fuel flexibility due to emergence
of large Emission Controlled Areas (ECA)
Since the refineries cannot meet the UltraLow Sulphur Content Diesel. We have to
look for a different marine fuel.
The only available cheap & cleanest fossil
fuel is LNG. Here we look at how Natural
Gas can be a viable marine fuel in the near
future, along with conventional liquid fuels in
Dual Fuel Engines.
LNG:
Liquefied Natural Gas or LNG is natural gas
that has been super cooled to minus 260°F.
At that temperature natural gas condenses
into a liquid at essentially atmospheric pressure. When in liquid form, natural gas takes
up to 600 times less space than in its gaseous state, which makes it feasible to transport over long distances.
LNG is an energy source that has much
lower air emissions than other fossil fuels
such as oil or coal. LNG is odorless, colorless, non-corrosive and non-toxic. Its weight
is less than one-half that of water.
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is not something new to the marine industry; it has normally been a cargo on LNG tankers where
they used the boil off gas (BOG) from the
tanks to generate power for shipboard use.
European countries like Norway have over

There is an increasing trend of orders for
placed Dual-fuel engines.
Because it is comparatively cheaper than
HFO
It is most abundantly available than HFO
Lower operating pressures
Non-existent particulate matters
No SOX emissions
NOX emissions reduced by almost 80%
CO2 emissions r reduced by almost 20%
How it’s Utilized:
LNG is used in internal combustion engines
of new design called Dual Fuel engines and
also incorporated with Liquefaction plant in
case of a LNG carrier to handle previously
under-utilized Natural Boil Off gas (N-BOG)
The LNG system is designed according to the
IMO’s recently published “Interim Guidelines on Safety for Natural Gas-Fuelled
Engine Installations in Ships” (Resolution
MSC285-86).
The tank is designed in accordance with the
IMO IGC Code, the “International Code for
the Construction and Equipment of Ships
Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk”.
Dual Fuel Engine:
Dual-Fuel engines are not some new concepts in the world, at present many power
plants are using gas fired engines and have
a good proven track record.
It is mostly favored because of its relatively
easier and best way to meet the new regulations coming into force without the need
for any additional exhaust-gas purification
systems, as all the Dual-fuel engines are
already compliant with upcoming Tier-III
regulations.
Dual-fuel operation offers both the advantages of burning gas and a reliable back-up

Fuel flexibility also represents a safety feature of particular interest for marine applications. In the case of an interruption to the gas
supply, Dual-Fuel engines automatically and
instantly change to diesel operation without
any loss in speed or power. This feature ensures an additional level of operational safety, not present in a single-fuel installation.
A unique feature of Dual-Fuel engines is their
ability to run on Natural Gas, Marine Diesel
Oil, Heavy Fuel Oil and Bio Fuels.
They also require less maintenance due to
less or no particulates produced and require
no special skills to operate as compared to
a turbine.
The efficiency and emissions control are better when run at 100% load.
Dual Fuel Engine Working:
Its works by the combustion of gas and air
mixture in Otto cycle, triggered by pilot diesel
injection (gas mode),or alternatively combustion of diesel and air mixture in Diesel
cycle (Diesel mode). It runs on gas with 1%
Diesel (gas mode) or alternatively on diesel
mode. Dual Fuel Slow Speed Engine uses a
high pressure reciprocating compressor supplying the engine with the main gas injection
while ignition is ensured by diesel fuel injection Method of gas injection: The new modified parts of the ME-G I are comprised of a
gas supply pipe, a large volume accumulator
on the slightly modified cylinder head with
gas injection valves and Hydraulic Combustion Units (HCU) with Electronic Liquid Gas
Injection (ELGI) valves for control of the injected gas amounts. There are also small
modifications to the exhaust gas receiver
and the control and maneuvering system.
The engine auxiliaries consist of some new
equipment such as the high pressure gas
compressor supply system, including a
cooler to raise the pressure to 250-300 bar,
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Navigation Using Basics
Continued From Page 11

which is the pressure required at the engine
inlet. The ME-GI fuel injection system has a
normal fuel oil pressure booster which supplies pilot oil in the dual fuel operation mode,
and is connected to the ELGI valve.

Conclusion
Capital costs for an LNG propulsion system
could be almost double, but the return on
investment will be from the fuel cost savings
over the lifecycle of the vessel.

In gas mode, for which the DF engine is optimized, it uses gas fuel and combustion is
initiated by a small amount of MDO pilot fuel
being injected in the cylinder. In gas mode
the thermal efficiency of the engine is about
47%.

Fueling coastal and inland commercial vessels with LNG or CNG will also reduce the nation’s dependence on imported oil. Shell has
recently partnered with Wartsila to bring LNG
to North American ports.

As the DF engine is optimized for gas operation, the compression ratio has been lowered
a bit to avoid irregular combustion. The lower
compression ratio has a negative effect on
the thermal efficiency in liquid fuel mode. In
liquid fuel mode, the DF engine operates on
MDO or on HFO, but the thermal efficiency is
reduced to about 43%.
This in turn leads to a 39% thermal efficiency
for the propulsion system from prime mover
to propeller, which is still much better than
the performance of the steam turbine drive
system.
LNG in Existing Engines
Existing diesel engines can be modified to
operate on LNG with onboard refitting’s in
minimal time. This has been illustrated by the
conversion of “MT BIT VIKING” by Wartsila in
October 2011.
Already 3 OSV’s, 3 Floating production Units,
56 LNG carriers are fitted with Dual-Fuel Engines.
And many other ship owners are following
suit for these conversions since this is the
only economically viable option for meeting
stringent regulations and for getting fuel flexibility. These conversions are most suitable for
Ro-Ro ships where space is readily available.

Internal combustion engines can burn natural gas just as easily as any other fuel. In fact
LNG is a cleaner burning fuel so the engine
maintenance costs are lower. There is also a
wide range of marine technology making the
consumption of natural gas as a marine fuel
a reality.
International prime-mover and propulsion
system manufactures such as Wartsila, MAN,
and Rolls Royce as well as U.S. engine manufactures such as Caterpillar, Cummings, and
General Electric offer dual fuel and natural
gas propulsion solutions to meet any power
requirement.
In the world there is still a gap in bunkering
infrastructure that will need to be built before
LNG can be used; however, due to its abundance, environment & economic benefits it is
a viable marine fuel of future.

Cdt. Kalaimani karunanidhi
GME-13
SIMS, Lonavala

Cdt. Abul Hassan
GME-13
SIMS, Lonavala

In the meantime we were calling that vessel on VHF without any answer. They were
not responding to VTS also. She was last
seen on our starboard side, hence it was
our duty. But how to turn to starboard without any reference of light or distance. Only
thing we could do was to stop or turn to port.
As per last report of VTS the vessel behind
us was some 1 mile away and overtaking at
16 knots. It was a tightrope walk. There was
no time to talk to vessel behind. Since the
lateral distance between our track and other
vessel’s course line was 1 mile, we decided
to take a full round turn. While on the turn
forward got a glimpse of crossing vessel
some 20 or odd meters away. After a few
minutes, we saw the shipside of overtaking
vessel at close range. It was clear that the
other ship had also altered to stbd to clear
the crossing vessel. I gave full credit to
proper sound signaling for preventing near
double collisions.
This incident shook me. Chief engineer did
some calculations and agreed to reduce
RPM to half ahead on HO during period of
heavy rain. Rest of voyage was safe, except
we had tough time passing One Fathom
Bank. Our expertise in use of sextant came
handy. Finally we entered Singapore Strait.
The VTS of Singapore was even more helpful. But now the problem was to cross the
westbound lane to enter the western OPL
(it has been discontinued now).
The moment we altered to port, all the vessels were on my starboard side. Tracking
them was quite difficult with only gyro bearing available. We stopped and waited for a
gap in traffic. After some time VTS told us
that nearest vessel was 3 miles away. We
proceeded with full speed and crossed the
lane while she was still 2 miles away.
Now we had to anchor in heavily crowded
anchorage. With no RADAR it was quite
difficult. Fortunately one of our company’s
vessels was anchored. I requested the
Master to track us on his RADAR and guide
us. Using our forecastle lookout and his
RADAR, we anchored safely in Singapore
OPL.
In Singapore technician put the blame on
vibrations as it had made some contacts to
become loose in its housing. Our staff couldn’t
repair these as they were not familiar with its
electronics.
This voyage was most memorable for me
as we achieved our safe arrival with excellent team work. Two deck hands were keeping lookout on forecastle while 2nd officer
and third officer along with 2 ABs kept 6 on
6 off. During heavy rains or in close proximity of other vessels, chief officer used to
go to forward, while I used to control from
bridge. Similarly in engine room two engineers were always on duty and available for
any emergency manoeuvres.
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5th Inter-House Cricket Tournament:
Kaveri House Grabs Top Prize
The final of 5th inter-house cricket tournament

nalists were decided on the basis of net run

Godavari house, captained by Cadet Navneet

was held at SIMS Lonavala campus ground on
the 5th March, 2013 amidst much fanfare. The

rate, after three houses were stalled in a deadlock in terms of points in the league matches.

Singh, was equal to the task and was very

spectators, who had gathered in big numbers,

Kaveri house, captained by Cadet Abhiret

were treated to a nail biting last ball finish,
once again underlining the glorious uncertain-

Kharyal, went into bat first against a very
strong Godavari bowling line-up. The batsmen

with plenty of wickets in hand. But the cricket-

ties of the gentleman’s game.

made most of the sunny conditions and piled

the three balls went for dots, giving a much
deserved two run victory for the Kaveri house.

up a respectable 46 runs in the stipulated 8
It was Kaveri house and Godavari house which
locked horns in the final match, qualifying after

overs. The score could have been more but for
the fact that the surface was a bit slow, with the

an engaging round of league matches. The fi-

ball coming late to the bat.

comfortably placed till the very end, almost.
They needed 3 runs to win from the last 3 balls,
ing gods apparently had other plans, and all

Engg. Faculty Mr. Jims Andrews awarded the
trophy to the winners and the runners-up in the
post-match ceremony.

Officers’ Seminar Cricket Tournament:
Shore Staff Pull Off Thrilling Win
The fiercely fought cricket tournament was
a fitting finale to the ESM officer’s seminar
April 2013. Three teams had lined up for the
evening bout of the gentle man’s game; the
shore staff, the seafarers A and the seafarers
B teams.
Seafarers A team got a direct bye to the finals,
whereas the shore staff team and the seafarers B battled it out there in middle, in the
sprawling Samundra ovals, for a much coveted place in the final game. Shore staff team
captain won the toss and elected to bat first,
their top order batsmen straightaway capitalising on the little rusty new ball attack from the
seafarers. It rained sixes in the stipulated 7
overs with the seafarers literally seen chasing
the leather to all corners of the ground. The
shore staff notched up an impressive 78 runs
while the Seafarers reply was limited to 41
runs in their allotted overs.

The shore staff went to the final with boosted
up morale, riding high on the thumping win
they had over the B team, but the Seafarers
A was equal to the task. The A team skipper,
Capt. Sashi Bhushan Kumar, won the toss
and sent their rivals to bat first. The bowl-

ers backed up their skipper by making early
inroads into the top order of the shore staff,
and the batsmen were invariably given a run
for their money. Few fielding mistakes, and a
few towering sixes towards the end, helped the
shore team to manage a fighting 58 runs in the
stipulated seven overs.
The shore team skipper, Capt. Arora, made his
intentions of gagging the rival batsmen very
clear right from the word go. But the seafarers put up a valiant fight before they fell short
by a meagre 4 runs. The excitement stretched
to the very last ball while the spectators were
treated to an outstanding spectacle of fighting
spirit and sportsmanship. Capt. Arun Sundaram, Director Operations, ESM, Singapore and
Mr. S M Iyer, Resident Director, ESM, India
gave away the trophies for the winners and the
runners up.

Visitors’ Comments
First Quarter, 2013
Delighted to have the opportunity to visit SIMS. I was most impressed by the
world-class standards being maintained, and the facilities provided for training of cadets.
Wish SIMS the very best in the future.
Admiral (Retd) Arun Prakash, PVSM, AVSM, VrC, VSM
Indian Navy
Wonderful to see the young graduates of the DNS. Almost a sense of envy to see the youngsters as
they embark on their further learning. I would hope SIMS ensures that they not only complete the 3-4-5
semesters but also the 6th as an integrated package and get them to earn the IMU BSC.”
Dr. G. Raghuram, Vice Chancellor
Indian Maritime University
It was a great pleasure to visit this beautiful campus and see the impressive facilities and infrastructure.
No doubt, it’s a reflection of the quality of the product.
Captain Andra Seneviratne Afni, Head of Department
Maritime Training, Australian Maritime College
Director, Global MET Association
Institute has excellent facilities; modern and new equipment; latest and new edge teaching methods.
Faculty is very qualified and experienced. Institute can be termed as bench-mark.
Best wishes to them.
Mr. Pratab Bhosle, Deputy Director General of Shipping
Mercantile Marine Department, Mumbai
Most impressive training facility. The ship “model” is particularly impressive and combined with the
professional approach of staff; afford to provide very good quality of training.
Mr. Alex Schultz -Altmann, Manager, Ship inspection & Registration
Maritime Ops Division, Canberra
Thank you very much for a wonderful, educative and impressive tour of
your very modern facility – the Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies.
All the best for its development into a Center of Excellence.
Vice Admiral Pradeep Chauhan, AVSM, VSM, Commandant
Indian Naval Academy, Ezhimala
Truly an amazing training institution you have created an ecosystem that will realize value for your
customers into the future. Thank you for the opportunity to witness your faculty.
Capt. Sanjay Sukhrani, Chief Operating Officer
Diamond Shipping Company Ltd
Thanks for giving an opportunity to visit one of the Finest Training Institute I have seen,
Wishing you success in all your future endeavors.
Mr. Raghavan Narasimhan, VP – Technical
Diamond Shipping Company Ltd
It was an immerse pleasure to spend some time with/in the best in class training facilities.
I also take this opportunity to thank the faculty for the hospitality. Wishing all the best.
Capt. Pradeep Singh Talan, General Manager, Supercargo, Eitzen Chemical A/S,
Copenhagen, Denmark

